Pseudoseizures (non epileptic attack disorder)--clinical management and outcome in 50 patients.
The present report outlines the clinical management and outcome of 50 patients with pseudoseizures who, for practical reasons, are divided into acute and chronic groups. The former group, perhaps not surprisingly, fared better than the latter. Management consisted primarily of confrontation with the diagnosis with additional psychotherapy of various degrees of intensity. Overall, 46% of patients taking anticonvulsants either came off their medication or had it reduced. It was encouraging to observe that 76% of the 50 patients derived significant benefit for management with, on follow up, 80% of the acute group and 28% of the chronic group becoming seizure free and 34% of the latter group improving significantly. Early diagnosis and management are important in dealing with the problem of pseudoseizures and appear to produce a good outcome, associated, in general terms, with a less satisfactory outcome in those in whom the problem is chronic.